Abstract. Based on the axiomatization of reversible computing RACP, we generalize it to quantum reversible computing which is called qRACP. By use of the framework of quantum configuration, we show that structural reversibility and quantum state reversibility must be satisfied simultaneously in quantum reversible computation. RACP and qRACP has the same axiomatization modulo the so-called quantum forward-reverse bisimularity, that is, classical reversible computing and quantum reversible computing are unified.
Introduction
Reversible computation has gained more and more attention in many application areas, such as the modeling of biochemical systems, program debugging and testing, and also quantum computing. Quantum computing is one of the most important application areas of reversible computation.
There are several research works on reversible computation. Abramsky maps functional programs into reversible automata [8] ; Danos and Krivine's reversible RCCS [9] uses the concept of thread to reverse a CCS [3] [4] process; Boudol and Castellani [10] [11] compare three different non-interleaving models for CCS; Phillips and Ulidowski's CCSK [12] formulates a procedure for converting operators of standard algebraic process calculi such as CCS into reversible operators, while preserving their operational semantics. While RACP is a new reversible axiomatical algebra, which is an axiomatical refinement to CCSK.
In quantum process algebra, qACP [17] [18] is an axiomatization of quantum processes, which is a quantum generalization of process algebra ACP. qACP still uses the concept of a quantum process configuration ⟨p, ⟩, which is usually consisted of a process term p and state information of all (public) quantum information variables. In qACP, quantum operations are chosen to describe transformations of quantum states, and behave as the atomic actions of a pure quantum process. Quantum measurements are treated as quantum operations, so probabilistic bisimulations are avoided.
As qACP is a quantum generalization of ACP, we generalize RACP in quantum reversible computing in this paper, which is called qRACP. RACP and qRACP has the same axiomatization modulo the socalled quantum forward-reverse bisimularity, that is, classical reversible computing and quantum reversible computing are unified.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, some basic concepts about basic linear algebra, basic quantum mechanics, equational logic, structural operational semantics and process algebra ACP are introduced. In section 3, we extend classical structural operational semantics to support quantum processes. The BRQPA is introduced in section 4, ARQCP is introduced in section 5, recursion is introduced in section 6, and abstraction is introduced in section 7. Classical reversible computing and quantum reversible computing are unified in section 8. An application of qRACP is introduced in section 9. The extensions of qRACP is discussed in section 10. Finally, we conclude this paper in section 11.
Preliminaries
For convenience of the reader, we introduce some basic concepts about basic linear algebra, basic quantum mechanics (Please refer to [14] for details), equational logic, structural operational semantics and process algebra ACP (Please refer to [6] and [5] for more details).
Basic Linear Algebra
Definition 2.1.1 (Hilbert space). An isolated physical system is associated with a Hilbert space, which is called the state space of the system. A finite-dimensional Hilbert space is a complex vector space H together with an inner product, which is a mapping ⟨⋅ ⋅⟩ ∶ H × H → C satisfying: (1)⟨ϕ ϕ⟩ ≥ 0 with equality if and only if ϕ⟩ = 0; (2)⟨ϕ ψ⟩ = ⟨ψ ϕ⟩ * ; (3) ⟨ϕ λ 1 ψ 1 + λ 2 ψ 2 ⟩ = λ 1 ⟨ϕ ψ 1 ⟩ + λ 2 ⟨ϕ ψ 2 ⟩, where C is the set of complex numbers, and λ * denotes the conjugate of λ (λ ∈ C). Definition 2.1.2 (Orthonormal basis). For any vector ψ⟩ in H, the length ψ = ⟨ψ ψ⟩. A vector ψ⟩ with ψ = 1 is called a unit vector in its state space. An orthonormal basis of a Hilbert space H is a basis { i⟩} with ⟨i j⟩ = 1 if i=j, 0 otherwise. 
Definition 2.1.4 (Tensor products).
The state space of a composite system is the tensor product of the state space of its components. Let H 1 and H 2 be two Hilbert spaces, then their tensor product H 1 ⊗ H 2 consists of linear vectors ψ 1 ψ 2 ⟩ = ψ 1 ⟩ ⊗ ψ 2 ⟩, where ψ 1 ∈ H 1 and ψ 2 ∈ H 2 .
For two linear operator A 1 on Hilbert space H 1 , A 2 on Hilbert space H 2 , A 1 ⊗ A 2 is defined as (A 1 ⊗ A 2 ) ψ 1 ψ 2 ⟩ = A 1 ψ 1 ⟩ ⊗ A 2 ψ 2 ⟩ where ψ 1 ⟩ ∈ H 1 and ψ 2 ⟩ ∈ H 2 . Let ϕ⟩ = ∑ i α i ϕ 1i ϕ 2i ⟩ ∈ H 1 ⊗ H 2 and ψ⟩ = ∑ j β i ψ 1j ψ 2j ⟩ ∈ H 1 ⊗ H 2 . Then the inner product of ϕ⟩ and ψ⟩ is defined as follows.
⟨ϕ ψ⟩ = i,j α * i β j ⟨ϕ 1i ψ 1j ⟩⟨ϕ 2i ψ 2j ⟩. relation =. A model for E consists of a set M together with a mapping φ ∶ T (Σ) → M. (1)(M, φ) is sound for E if s = t implies φ(s) ≡ φ(t) for s, t ∈ T (Σ); (2)(M, φ) is complete for E if φ(s) ≡ φ(t) implies s = t for s, t ∈ T (Σ).
Definition 2.3.7 (Term rewriting system). Assume a signature Σ. A rewrite rule is an expression s → t with s, t ∈ T(Σ), where: (1)the left-hand side s is not a single variable; (2)all variables that occur at the right-hand side t also occur in the left-hand side s. A term rewriting system (TRS) is a finite set of rewrite rules.
Definition 2.3.8 (Rewrite relation). A TRS over a signature Σ induces a one-step rewrite relation → on T(Σ) as follows. (1)(Substitution) If s → t is a rewrite rule and σ a substitution, then σ(s) → σ(t).
(2)(Context) The relation → is closed under contexts: if t → u and f is a function symbol with ar(f ) > 0, then f (s 1 , ⋯, s i−1 , t, s i+1 , ⋯, s ar(f ) ) → f (s 1 , ⋯, s i−1 , u, s i+1 , ⋯, s ar(f ) ). The rewrite relation → * is the reflexive transitive closure of the one-step rewrite relation →: (1) if s → t, then s → * t; (2) t → * t; (3) if s → * t and t → * u, then s → * u. Definition 2.3.9 (Normal form). A term is called a normal form for a TRS if it cannot be reduced by any of the rewrite rules.
Definition 2.3.10 (Termination). A TRS is terminating if it does not induce infinite reductions
Definition 2.3.11 (Weak confluence). A TRS is weakly confluent if for each pair of one-step reductions s → t 1 and s → t 2 , there is a term u such that t 1 → * u and t 2 → * u. Theorem 2.3.1 (Newman's lemma). If a TRS is terminating and weakly confluent, then it reduces each term to a unique normal form.
Definition 2.3.12 (Commutativity and associativity). Assume an axiomatization E. A binary function symbol f is commutative if E contains an axiom f (x, y) = f (y, x) and associative if E contains an axiom f (f (x, y), z) = f (x, f (y, z)).
Definition 2.3.13 (Convergence). A pair of terms s and t is said to be convergent if there exists a term u such that s → * u and t → * u. Axiomatizations can give rise to TRSs that are not weakly confluent, which can be remedied by KnuthBendix completion [1] . It determines overlaps in left hand sides of rewrite rules, and introduces extra rewrite rules to join the resulting right hand sides, witch are called critical pairs.
Theorem 2.3.2. A TRS is weakly confluent if and only if all its critical pairs are convergent.
Structural Operational Semantics
The concepts about structural operational semantics include labelled transition system (LTS), transition system specification (TSS), transition rule and its source, source-dependent, conservative extension, fresh operator, panth format, congruence, bisimulation, etc. These concepts are coming from [5] , and are introduced briefly as follows. About the details, please see [6] . Also, to support reversible computation, we introduce a new kind of bisimulation called forward-reverse bisimulation (FR bisimulation) which first occurred in [12] . We assume a non-empty set S of states, a finite, non-empty set of transition labels A and a finite set of predicate symbols.
Definition 2.4.1 (Labeled transition system). A transition is a triple (s, a, s ′ ) with a ∈ A, or a pair (s, P) with P a predicate, where s, s ′ ∈ S. A labeled transition system (LTS) is possibly infinite set of transitions. An LTS is finitely branching if each of its states has only finitely many outgoing transitions.
Definition 2.4.2 (Transition system specification). A transition rule ρ is an expression of the form
, with H a set of expressions t a → t ′ and tP with t, t ′ ∈ T(Σ), called the (positive) premises of ρ, and π an expression t a → t ′ or tP with t, t ′ ∈ T(Σ), called the conclusion of ρ. The left-hand side of π is called the source of ρ. A transition rule is closed if it does not contain any variables. A transition system specification (TSS) is a (possible infinite) set of transition rules.
Definition 2.4.3 (Proof ). A proof from a TSS T of a closed transition rule
consists of an upwardly branching tree in which all upward paths are finite, where the nodes of the tree are labelled by transitions such that: (1) the root has label π; (2) if some node has label l, and K is the set of labels of nodes directly above this node, then (a) either K is the empty set and l ∈ H, (b) or K l is a closed substitution instance of a transition rule in T . Definition 2.4.4 (Generated LTS). We define that the LTS generated by a TSS T consists of the transitions π such that ∅ π can be proved from T . Definition 2.4.5. A set N of expressions t ↛ a and t¬P (where t ranges over closed terms, a over A and P over predicates) hold for a set S of transitions, denoted by S ⊧ N , if: (1) for each t ↛ a ∈ N we have that t a → t ′ ∉ S for all t ′ ∈ T (Σ); (2) for each t¬P ∈ N we have that tP ∉ S. Definition 2.4.6 (Three-valued stable model). A pair ⟨C, U⟩ of disjoint sets of transitions is a threevalued stable model for a TSS T if it satisfies the following two requirements: (1) a transition π is in C if and only if T proves a closed transition rule where N contains only negative premises and C ⊧ N .
Definition 2.4.7 (Ordinal number). The ordinal numbers are defined inductively by: (1) 0 is the smallest ordinal number; (2) each ordinal number α has a successor α + 1; (3) each sequence of ordinal number α < α + 1 < α + 2 < ⋯ is capped by a limit ordinal λ.
Definition 2.4.8 (Positive after reduction). A TSS is positive after reduction if its least three-valued stable model does not contain unknown transitions.
Definition 2.4.9 (Stratification). A stratification for a TSS is a weight function φ which maps transitions to ordinal numbers, such that for each transition rule ρ with conclusion π and for each closed substitution σ: (1) for positive premises t
) and φ(σ(t)P ≤ φ(σ(π))), respectively; (2) for negative premise t ↛ a and t¬P of ρ, φ(σ(t)
) for all closed terms t ′ and φ(σ(t)P < φ(σ(π))), respectively. ↠ p ′ with p ′ Bq ′ ; (5) if pBq and pP , then qP ; (6) if pBq and qP , then pP . Two processes p and q are FR bisimilar, denoted by p↔ f r q, if there is a FR bisimulation relation B such that pBq. Definition 2.4.14 (Congruence). Let Σ be a signature. An equivalence relation B on T (Σ) is a congruence if for each f ∈ Σ, if s i Bt i for i ∈ {1, ⋯, ar(f )}, then f (s 1 , ⋯, s ar(f ) )Bf (t 1 , ⋯, t ar(f ) ).
Definition 2.4.15 (Panth format). A transition rule ρ is in panth format if it satisfies the following three restrictions: (1) for each positive premise t a → t ′ of ρ, the right-hand side t ′ is single variable; (2) the source of ρ contains no more than one function symbol; (3) there are no multiple occurrences of the same variable at the right-hand sides of positive premises and in the source of ρ. A TSS is said to be in panth format if it consists of panth rules only. 
. Definition 2.4.22 (RBB cool format). A TSS T is in RBB cool format if the following requirements are fulfilled. (1) T consists of panth rules that do not contain lookahead. (2) Suppose a function symbol f occurs at the right-hand side the conclusion of some transition rule in T . Let ρ ∈ T be a non-patience rule with source f (x 1 , ⋯, x ar(f ) ). Then for i ∈ {1, ⋯, ar(f )}, x i occurs in no more than one premise of ρ, where this premise is of the form x i P or x i a → y with a ≠ τ . Moreover, if there is such a premise in ρ, then there is a patience rule for the i-th argument of f in T . or tP , where t ∈ T(Σ 0 ), all variables in t occur in the source of ρ and t ′ , a or P is fresh.
Process Algebra -ACP
ACP [5] is a kind of process algebra which focuses on the specification and manipulation of process terms by use of a collection of operator symbols. In ACP, there are several kind of operator symbols, such as basic operators to build finite processes (called BPA), communication operators to express concurrency (called PAP), deadlock constants and encapsulation enable us to force actions into communications (called ACP), liner recursion to capture infinite behaviors (called ACP with linear recursion), the special constant silent step and abstraction operator (called ACP τ with guarded linear recursion) allows us to abstract away from internal computations. Bisimulation or rooted branching bisimulation based structural operational semantics is used to formally provide each process term used the above operators and constants with a process graph. The axiomatization of ACP (according the above classification of ACP, the axiomatizations are E BPA , E PAP , E ACP , E ACP + RDP (Recursive Definition Principle) + RSP (Recursive Specification Principle), E ACPτ + RDP + RSP + CFAR (Cluster Fair Abstraction Rule) respectively) imposes an equation logic on process terms, so two process terms can be equated if and only if their process graphs are equivalent under the semantic model.
ACP can be used to formally reason about the behaviors, such as processes executed sequentially and concurrently by use of its basic operator, communication mechanism, and recursion, desired external behaviors by its abstraction mechanism, and so on.
ACP is organized by modules and can be extended with fresh operators to express more properties of the specification for system behaviors. These extensions are required both the equational logic and the structural operational semantics to be extended. Then the extension can use the whole outcomes of ACP, such as its concurrency, recursion, abstraction, etc.
Structural Operational Semantics Extended to Support Reversible Quantum Processes
We extend the above classical reversible structural operational semantics to support quantum processes, about the details, please refer to [17] [18] . Here, we use α, β to denote quantum operations in contrast to classical actions a, b. Definition 3.1 (Quantum process configuration). A quantum process configuration is defined to be a pair ⟨p, ⟩, where p is a process (graph) called structural part of the configuration, and ∈ D(H) specifies the current state of the environment, which is called its quantum part. Hs πs is called the structural part of ρ and denoted as ρ s . A quantum process transition rule ρ is closed if and only its structural part ρ s is closed. A quantum transition system specification (QTSS) is a (possible infinite) set of transition rules.
Definition 3.4 (Quantum reverse transition). There are two quantum processes ⟨p, ⟩ and ⟨p
is a kind of special quantum operation constant α[m] ∈ A×K, K ∈ N, called the histories of an quantum operation α, and m ∈ K.
Definition 3.5 (Quantum forward-reverse bisimulation). A quantum forward-reverse (FR) bisimulation relation B is a binary relation on processes such that: (1) if ⟨p, ⟩B⟨q, ς⟩ and ⟨p, ⟩
if ⟨p, ⟩B⟨q, ς⟩ and ⟨q, ς⟩
if ⟨p, ⟩B⟨q, ς⟩ and ⟨p, ⟩P , then ⟨q, ς⟩P ; (6) if ⟨p, ⟩B⟨q, ς⟩ and ⟨q, ς⟩P , then ⟨p, ⟩P . Two quantum process ⟨p, ⟩ and ⟨q, ς⟩ are FR bisimilar, denoted by ⟨p, ⟩↔ f r ⟨q, ς⟩, if there is a FR bisimulation relation B such that ⟨p, ⟩B⟨q, ς⟩. Definition 3.6 (Relation between quantum FR bisimulation and classical FR bisimulation). For two quantum processes, ⟨p, ⟩↔ f r ⟨q, ς⟩ , with = ς, if and only if p↔ f r q and ′ = ς ′ , where evolves into ′ after execution of p and ς evolves into ς ′ after execution of q. Definition 3.7 (Quantum branching forward-reverse bisimulation). A quantum branching forwardreverse (FR) bisimulation relation B is a binary relation on the collection of quantum processes such that: (1) if ⟨p, ⟩B⟨q, ς⟩ and ⟨p, ⟩ α → ⟨p ′ , ′ ⟩ then either α ≡ τ and ⟨p ′ , ′ ⟩B⟨q, ς⟩ or there is a sequence of (zero or more) τ -transitions ⟨q, ς⟩ ↠ ⟨p ′ , ′ ⟩ then either α ≡ τ and ⟨p ′ , ′ ⟩B⟨q, ς⟩ or there is a sequence of (zero or more) τ -transitions
and ⟨q, ς⟩
↠ ⟨q ′ , ς ′ ⟩ then either α ≡ τ and ⟨p, ⟩B⟨q ′ , ς ′ ⟩ or there is a sequence of (zero or more) τ - ′ , where evolves into ′ after execution of p and ς evolves into ς ′ after execution of q. Definition 3.9 (Quantum rooted branching forward-reverse bisimulation). A quantum rooted branching forward-reverse (FR) bisimulation relation B is a binary relation on quantum processes such that: (1) if ⟨p, ⟩B⟨q, ς⟩ and ⟨p, ⟩ 
Definition 3.12 (Quantum conservative extension). Let T 0 and T 1 be QTSSs over signature Σ 0 and D(H 0 ), and Σ 1 and D(H 1 ), respectively. The QTSS T 0 ⊕ T 1 is a conservative extension of T 0 if the LTSs generated by T 0 and T 0 ⊕ T 1 contain exactly the same transitions ⟨t, ⟩ α → ⟨t ′ , ′ ⟩ and ⟨t, ⟩P with t ∈ T (Σ 0 ) and ∈ D(H 0 ), and 
BRQPA -Basic Reversible Quantum Process Algebra
In the following, the variables x, x ′ , y, y ′ , z, z ′ range over the collection of process terms, the variables υ, ω range over the set A of quantum operations, α, β ∈ A, s, s ′ , t, t ′ are closed items, τ is the special constant silent step, δ is the special constant deadlock. We define a kind of special action constant α[m] ∈ A × K where K ∈ N, called the histories of a quantum operation α, denoted by α[m], α[n], ⋯ where m, n ∈ K. Let A = A ∪ {A × K}.
BRQPA includes three kind of operators: the execution of quantum operation α, the choice composition operator + and the sequential composition operator ⋅. Each finite process can be represented by a closed term that is built from the set A of atomic actions or histories of an atomic action, the choice composition operator +, and the sequential composition operator ⋅. The collection of all basic process terms is called Basic Reversible Quantum Process Algebra (BRQPA), which is abbreviated to BRQPA.
Transition Rules of BRQPA
We give the forward transition rules under transition system specification (QTSS) for BRQPA as follows.
• The first transition rule says that each quantum operation υ can execute successfully, and leads to a history υ [m] . Because in reversible computation, there is no successful termination, the forward transition rule
implies a successful execution.
• The next four transition rules say that s + t can execute only one branch, that is, it can execute either s or t, but the other branch remains.
• The next four transition rules say that s + t can execute both branches, only by executing the same quantum operations.
• The last four transition rules say that s ⋅ t can execute sequentially, that is, it executes s in the first and leads to a successful history, after successful execution of s, then execution of t follows.
We give the reverse transition rules under transition system specification (QTSS) for BRQPA as follows.
• The first transition rule says that each history of a quantum operation υ[m] can reverse successfully, and leads to a quantum operation υ. Similarly, the reverse transition rule
implies a successful reverse.
• The next four transition rules say that s + t can reverse only one branch, that is, it can reverse either s or t, but the other branch remains. Table 1 . Axioms for BRQPA
• The next four transition rules say that s + t can reverse both branches, only by executing the same histories of quantum operations.
• The last four transition rules say that s ⋅ t can reverse sequentially, that is, it reverses t in the first and leads to a successful quantum operation, after successful reverse of t, then reverse of s follows.
Axiomatization for BRQPA
We design an axiomatization E BRQPA for BRQPA modulo quantum FR bisimulation equivalence as Table 1 shows.
The following conclusions can be gotten. Theorem 4.1. Quantum FR bisimulation equivalence is a congruence with respect to BRQPA.
Proof. The structural part of QTSSs for BRQPA are all in panth format, so FR bisimulation equivalence that they induce is a congruence. According to the definition of quantum FR bisimulation, quantum FR bisimulation equivalence that QTSSs for BRQPA induce is also a congruence.
Theorem 4.2. E BRQPA is sound for BRQPA modulo quantum FR bisimulation equivalence.
Proof. Since quantum FR bisimulation is both an equivalence and a congruence for BRQPA, only the soundness of the first clause in the definition of the relation = is needed to be checked. That is, if s = t is an axiom in E BRQPA and σ a closed substitution that maps the variable in s and t to basic reversible quantum process terms, then we need to check that ⟨σ(s), ⟩↔ f r ⟨σ(t), ς⟩. Since axioms in E BRQPA (same as E BRPA ) are sound for BRPA modulo FR bisimulation equivalence, according to the definition of quantum FR bisimulation, we only need to check if ′ = ς ′ , where evolves into ′ after execution of σ(s) and ς evolves into ς ′ after execution of σ(t). For example, the axiom RQA5 is sound for BQPA modulo quantum FR bisimulation equivalence, based on the associativity of quantum operations, that is, (σ(s) ⋅ σ(t)) ⋅ σ(u)( ) = σ(s) ⋅ (σ(t) ⋅ σ(u))(ς) for any = ς. Theorem 4.3. E BRQPA is complete for BRQPA modulo quantum FR bisimulation equivalence.
Proof. To prove that E BRQPA is complete for BRQPA modulo quantum FR bisilumation equivalence, it means that ⟨s, ⟩↔ f r ⟨t, ς⟩ implies s = t. It was already proved that E BRQPA (same as E BRPA ) is complete for BRPA modulo FR bisimulation equivalence, that is, s↔ f r t implies s = t. ⟨s, ⟩↔ f r ⟨t, ς⟩ with = ς means that s↔ f r t with = ς and ′ = ς ′ , where evolves into ′ after execution of s and ς evolves into ς ′ after execution of t, according to the definition of quantum FR bisimulation equivalence. The completeness of E BRQPA for BRPA modulo FR bisimulation equivalence determines that E BRQPA is complete for BRQPA modulo quantum FR bisimulation equivalence.
ARQCP -Algebra of Reversible Quantum Communicating Processes
In reversible computation, the parallel semantics is captured by a real static parallel fashion and the communication merge used to capture synchrony.
Static Parallelism and Communication Merge
We use a parallel operator ∥ to represent the whole parallelism semantics, a static parallel operator to represent the real parallelism semantics, and a communication merge to represent the synchrony. We call BRQPA extended with the whole parallel operator ∥, the static parallel operator and the communication merge operator as Reversible Quantum Process Algebra with Parallelism, which is abbreviated to RQPAP.
Transition Rules of RQPAP
We give the forward transition rules under quantum transition system specification (QTSS) for static parallel operator as follows.
The above four transition rules are forward transition rules for static parallel operator and say that s t can execute in a real parallel pattern.
The above four transition rules are reverse transition rules for static parallel operator and say that s t can reverse in a real parallel pattern.
Since atomic communicating actions are classical actions, we introduce a new set C of atomic communicating actions, and a communication function γ ∶ C × C → C, and the variable ν, µ range over the set C of atomic communicating actions. The forward transition rules under QTSS for communication merge are as follows and say that the communication can be merged.
The reverse transition rules under QTSS for communication merge are as follows and say that the communication can be merged.
Theorem 5.1. RQPAP is a conservative extension of BRQPA. Proof. Since the corresponding TSS of BRQPA is source-dependent, and the transition rules for parallel operator ∥, static parallel operator and communication merge contain only a fresh operator in their source, so the corresponding TSS of RQPAP is a conservative extension of that of BRQPA. That means that RQPAP is a conservative extension of BRQPA.
Theorem 5.2. Quantum FR bisimulation equivalence is a congruence with respect to RQPAP.
Proof. The structural part of QTSSs for RQPAP and BRQPA are all in panth format, so bisimulation FR equivalence that they induce is a congruence. According to the definition of quantum FR bisimulation, quantum FR bisimulation equivalence that QTSSs for RQPAP induce is also a congruence.
Axiomatization for RQPAP
We design an axiomatization for RQPAP illustrated in Table 2 .
Then, we can get the soundness and completeness theorems as follows. Theorem 5.3. E RQPAP is sound for RQPAP modulo quantum FR bisimulation equivalence.
Proof. Since quantum FR bisimulation is both an equivalence and a congruence for RQPAP, only the soundness of the first clause in the definition of the relation = is needed to be checked. That is, if s = t is an axiom in E RQPAP and σ a closed substitution that maps the variable in s and t to basic reversible quantum process terms, then we need to check that ⟨σ(s), ⟩↔ f r ⟨σ(t), ς⟩. Since axioms in E RQPAP (same as E RPAP ) are sound for RPAP modulo FR bisimulation equivalence, according to the definition of quantum FR bisimulation, we only need to check if ′ = ς ′ when = ς, where evolves into ′ after execution of σ(s) and ς evolves into ς ′ after execution of σ(t). We can find that every axiom in Table 2 meets the above condition.
Theorem 5.4. E RQPAP is complete for RQPAP modulo quantum FR bisimulation equivalence.
Proof. To prove that E RQPAP is complete for RQPAP modulo quantum FR bisilumation equivalence, it means that ⟨s, ⟩↔ f r ⟨t, ς⟩ implies s = t. It was already proved that E RQPAP (same as E RPAP ) is complete for RPAP modulo FR bisimulation equivalence, that is, s↔ f r t implies s = t. ⟨s, ⟩↔ f r ⟨t, ς⟩ with = ς means that s↔ f r t with = ς and ′ = ς ′ , where evolves into ′ after execution of s and ς evolves into ς ′ after execution of t, according to the definition of quantum FR bisimulation equivalence. The completeness of E RQPAP for RPAP modulo FR bisimulation equivalence determines that E RQPAP is complete for RQPAP modulo quantum FR bisimulation equivalence.
Deadlock and Encapsulation
The mismatch of two communicating action pair ν and µ can cause a deadlock (nothing to do), we introduce the deadlock constant δ and extend the communication function γ to γ ∶ C ×C → C ∪{δ}. So, the introduction about communication merge in the above section should be with γ(ν, µ) ≠ δ. We also introduce a unary encapsulation operator ∂ H for sets H of atomic communicating actions and their histories, which rename all actions in H into δ. RQPAP extended with deadlock constant δ and encapsulation operator ∂ H is called the Algebra of Reversible Quantum Communicating Processes, which is abbreviated to ARQCP.
Transition Rules of ARQCP
The encapsulation operator ∂ H (⟨t, ⟩) can execute all transitions of process term t of which the labels are not in H, which is expressed by the following two forward transition rules.
The reverse rules are as follows.
Theorem 5.5. ARQCP is a conservative extension of RQPAP.
Proof. Since the corresponding TSS of RQPAP is source-dependent, and the transition rules for encapsulation operator ∂ H contain only a fresh operator in their source, so the corresponding TSS of ARQCP is a conservative extension of that of RQPAP. That means that ARQCP is a conservative extension of RQPAP.
Theorem 5.6. Quantum FR bisimulation equivalence is a congruence with respect to ARQCP.
Proof. The structural part of QTSSs for ARQCP and RQPAP are all in panth format, so FR bisimulation equivalence that they induce is a congruence. According to the definition of quantum FR bisimulation, quantum FR bisimulation equivalence that QTSSs for ARQCP induce is also a congruence.
Axiomatization for ARQCP
The axioms for ARQCP are shown in Table 3 .
The soundness and completeness theorems are following. Theorem 5.7. E ARQCP is sound for ARQCP modulo quantum FR bisimulation equivalence.
Proof. Since quantum FR bisimulation is both an equivalence and a congruence for ARQCP, only the soundness of the first clause in the definition of the relation = is needed to be checked. That is, if s = t is an axiom in E ARQCP and σ a closed substitution that maps the variable in s and t to basic quantum process terms, then we need to check that ⟨σ(s), ⟩↔ f r ⟨σ(t), ς⟩. Since axioms in E ARQCP (same as E ARCP ) are sound for ARCP modulo FR bisimulation equivalence, according to the definition of quantum FR bisimulation, we only need to check if ′ = ς ′ when = ς, where Table 3 . Axioms for ARQCP evolves into ′ after execution of σ(s) and ς evolves into ς ′ after execution of σ(t). We can find that every axiom in Table 3 meets the above condition.
Theorem 5.8. E ARQCP is complete for ARQCP modulo quantum FR bisimulation equivalence.
Proof. To prove that E ARQCP is complete for ARQCP modulo quantum FR bisilumation equivalence, it means that ⟨s, ⟩↔ f r ⟨t, ς⟩ implies s = t. It was already proved that E ARQCP (same as E ARCP ) is complete for ARCP modulo FR bisimulation equivalence, that is, s↔ f r t implies s = t. ⟨s, ⟩↔ f r ⟨t, ς⟩ with = ς means that s↔ f r t with = ς and ′ = ς ′ , where evolves into ′ after execution of s and ς evolves into ς ′ after execution of t, according to the definition of quantum FR bisimulation equivalence. The completeness of E ARQCP for ARCP modulo FR bisimulation equivalence determines that E ARQCP is complete for ARQCP modulo quantum FR bisimulation equivalence.
Recursion
For recursion and abstraction, like RACP, it is reasonable to do extensions based on ARQCP-RP (ARCP without static parallel operator ). In the following, E, F, G are guarded linear recursion specifications, X, Y, Z are recursive variables. We first introduce several important concepts, which come from [5] .
Definition 6.1 (Recursive specification). A recursive specification is a finite set of recursive equations
...
where the left-hand sides of X i are called recursion variables, and the right-hand sides t i (X 1 , ⋯, X n ) are process terms in AQCP with possible occurrences of the recursion variables X 1 , ⋯, X n . Definition 6.2 (Solution). Processes p 1 , ⋯, p n are a solution for a recursive specification {X i = t i (X 1 , ⋯, X n ) i ∈ {1, ⋯, n}} (with respect to bisimulation equivalence) if p i ↔ f r t i (p 1 , ⋯, p n ) for i ∈ {1, ⋯, n}. Definition 6.3 (Guarded recursive specification). A recursive specification
is guarded if the right-hand sides of its recursive equations can be adapted to the form by applications of the axioms in E AQCP and replacing recursion variables by the right-hand sides of their recursive equations,
where α 1 , ⋯, α k , β 1 , ⋯, β l ∈ A ∪ C, and the sum above is allowed to be empty, in which case it represents the deadlock δ.
Definition 6.4 (Linear recursive specification). A recursive specification is linear if its recursive equations are of the form
, and the sum above is allowed to be empty, in which case it represents the deadlock δ.
Transition Rules of Guarded Recursion
For a guarded recursive specifications E with the form
the behavior of the solution ⟨X i E⟩ for the recursion variable X i in E, where i ∈ {1, ⋯, n}, is exactly the behavior of their right-hand sides t i (X 1 , ⋯, X n ), which is captured by the following two forward transition rules.
And the corresponding reverse transition rules follow.
↠ ⟨y, ′ ⟩ . Theorem 6.1. ARQCP-RP with guarded recursion is a conservative extension of ARQCP-RP.
Proof. Since the corresponding TSS of ARQCP-RP is source-dependent, and the transition rules for guarded recursion contain only a fresh constant in their source, so the corresponding TSS of ARQCP-RP with guarded recursion is a conservative extension of that of ARQCP-RP. That means that ARQCP-RP with guarded recursion is a conservative extension of ARQCP-RP.
Theorem 6.2. Quantum FR bisimulation equivalence is a congruence with respect to ARQCP-RP with guarded recursion.
Proof. The structural part of QTSSs for guarded recursion and ARQCP-RP are all in panth format, so FR bisimulation equivalence that they induce is a congruence. According to the definition of quantum FR bisimulation, quantum FR bisimulation equivalence that QTSSs for ARQCP-RP with guarded recursion induce is also a congruence. 
Axiomatization for Guarded Recursion
The RDP (Recursive Definition Principle) and the RSP (Recursive Specification Principle) are shown in Table 4 .
Theorem 6.3. E ARQCP -RP2-RP9 + RDP + RSP is sound for ARQCP-RP with guarded recursion modulo quantum FR bisimulation equivalence.
Proof. Since quantum FR bisimulation is both an equivalence and a congruence for ARQCP-RP with guarded recursion, only the soundness of the first clause in the definition of the relation = is needed to be checked. That is, if s = t is an axiom in E ARQCP -RP2-RP9 + RDP + RSP and σ a closed substitution that maps the variable in s and t to basic reversible quantum process terms, then we need to check that ⟨σ(s), ⟩↔ f r ⟨σ(t), ς⟩. Since axioms in E ARQCP -RP2-RP9 + RDP + RSP (same as E ARCP -RP2-RP9 + RDP + RSP) are sound for ARCP-RP with guarded recursion modulo FR bisimulation equivalence, according to the definition of quantum FR bisimulation, we only need to check if ′ = ς ′ when = ς, where evolves into ′ after execution of σ(s) and ς evolves into ς ′ after execution of σ(t). We can find that every axiom in Table 4 meets the above condition. Proof. To prove that E ARQCP -RP2-RP9 + RDP + RSP is complete for ARQCP-RP with linear recursion modulo quantum FR bisilumation equivalence, it means that ⟨s, ⟩↔ f r ⟨t, ς⟩ implies s = t. It was already proved that E ARQCP -RP2-RP9 + RDP + RSP (same as E ARCP -RP2-RP9 + RDP + RSP) is complete for ARCP with linear recursion modulo FR bisimulation equivalence, that is, s↔ f r t implies s = t. ⟨s, ⟩↔ f r ⟨t, ς⟩ with = ς means that s↔ f r t with = ς and ′ = ς ′ , where evolves into ′ after execution of s and ς evolves into ς ′ after execution of t, according to the definition of quantum FR bisimulation equivalence. The completeness of E ARQCP -RP2-RP9 + RDP + RSP for ARCP-RP with linear recursion modulo FR bisimulation equivalence determines that E ARQCP -RP2-RP9 + RDP + RSP is complete for ARQCP-RP with linear recursion modulo quantum FR bisimulation equivalence.
Abstraction
A program has internal implementations and external behaviors. Abstraction technology abstracts away from the internal steps to check if the internal implementations really display the desired external behaviors. This makes the introduction of special silent step constant τ and the abstraction operator τ I .
Firstly, we introduce the concept of guarded linear recursive specification, which comes from [5] . Definition 7.1 (Guarded linear recursive specification). A recursive specification is linear if its recursive equations are of the form
A linear recursive specification E is guarded if there does not exist an infinite sequence of τ -transitions Table 5 . Axioms for silent step
Silent Step
A τ -transition is silent, which is means that it can be eliminated from a process graph. τ is an internal step and keep silent from an external observer. The quantum variables that τ can not influence are called public variables. In the following, records the state of all public variables. We use the symbol τ ( ) to denote the state of all public quantum variables after execution of τ . From an external view, we can see that = τ ( ). Now, the set A is extended to A ∪ {τ }, and γ to γ ∶ A ∪ {τ } × A ∪ {τ } → A ∪ {δ}, the predicate τ → √ means a successful termination after execution of τ .
Transition Rules of Silent
Step τ keeps silent from an external observer, which is expressed by the following transition rules.
, τ ( )⟩ Transition rules for choice composition, sequential composition and guarded linear recursion that involves τ -transitions are omitted.
Theorem 7.1. ARQCP-RP with silent step and guarded linear recursion is a conservative extension of ARQCP-RP with guarded linear recursion.
Proof. The corresponding TSS of ARQCP-RP with silent step and guarded linear recursion is a conservative extension of that of ARQCP-RP with guarded linear recursion. That means that ARQCP-RP with silent step and guarded linear recursion is a conservative extension of ARQCP-RP with guarded linear recursion. Theorem 7.2. Quantum rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence is a congruence with respect to ARQCP-RP with silent step and guarded linear recursion.
Proof. The structural part of QTSSs for ARQCP-RP with silent step and guarded linear recursion are all in RBB cool format by incorporating the successful termination predicate ↓ in the transition rules, so rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence that they induce is a congruence. According to the definition of quantum rooted branching FR bisimulation, quantum rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence that QTSSs for ARQCP-RP with silent step and guarded linear recursion induce is also a congruence.
Axioms for Silent Step
The axioms for silent step is shown in Table 5 . Theorem 7.3. E ARQCP -RP2-RP9 + RB1-RB4 + RDP + RSP is sound for ARQCP-RP with silent step and guarded linear recursion, modulo quantum rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence.
Proof. Since quantum rooted branching FR bisimulation is both an equivalence and a congruence for ARQCP-RP with silent step and guarded linear recursion, only the soundness of the first clause in the definition of the relation = is needed to be checked. That is, if s = t is an axiom in E ARQCP -RP2-RP9 + RB1-RB4 + RDP + RSP and σ a closed substitution that maps the variable in s and t to basic quantum process terms, then we need to check that ⟨σ(s), ⟩↔ f r rb ⟨σ(t), ς⟩. Since axioms in E ARQCP -RP2-RP9 + RB1-RB4 (same as E ARCP -RP2-RP9 + RB1-RB4) are sound for ARCP-RP with silent step and guarded linear recursion modulo rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence, according to the definition of quantum rooted branching FR bisimulation, we only need to check if ′ = ς ′ when = ς, where evolves into ′ after execution of σ(s) and ς evolves into ς ′ after execution of σ(t). We can find that every axiom in Table 5 meets the above condition. Theorem 7.4. E ARQCP -RP2-RP9 + RB1-RB4 + RDP + RSP is complete for ARQCP-RP with silent step and guarded linear recursion, modulo quantum rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence.
Proof. To prove that E ARQCP -RP2-RP9 + RB1-RB4 + RDP + RSP is complete for ARQCP-RP with silent step and guarded linear recursion modulo quantum rooted branching FR bisilumation equivalence, it means that ⟨s, ⟩↔ f r rb ⟨t, ς⟩ implies s = t. It was already proved that E ARQCP -RP2-RP9 + RB1-RB4 + RDP + RSP (same as E ARCP -RP2-RP9 + RB1-RB4 + RDP + RSP) is complete for ARCP-RP with silent step and guarded linear recursion modulo rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence, that is, s↔
, according to the definition of quantum rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence. The completeness of E ARQCP -RP2-RP9 + RB1-RB4 + RDP + RSP for ARCP-RP with silent step and guarded linear recursion modulo rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence determines that E ARQCP -RP2-RP9 + RB1-RB4 + RDP + RSP is complete for ARQCP-RP with silent step and guarded linear recursion modulo quantum rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence.
Abstraction
Abstraction operator τ I is used to abstract away the internal implementations. ARCP-RP extended with silent step τ and abstraction operator τ I is denoted by ARQCP-RP τ .
Transition Rules of Abstraction Operator
Abstraction operator τ I (t) renames all labels of transitions of t that are in the set I into τ , which is captured by the following four forward transition rules and reverse transition rules. Table 7 . Cluster fair abstraction rule
Note that = τ ( ) = τ ( ′ ) in the sense of public variables. Theorem 7.5. ARQCP-RP τ with guarded linear recursion is a conservative extension of ARQCP-RP with silent step and guarded linear recursion.
Proof. The corresponding TSS of ARQCP-RP τ guarded linear recursion is a conservative extension of that of ARQCP-RP with silent step and guarded linear recursion. That means that ARQCP-RP τ with guarded linear recursion is a conservative extension of ARQCP-RP with silent step and guarded linear recursion. Theorem 7.6. Quantum rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence is a congruence with respect to ARQCP-RP τ with guarded linear recursion.
Proof. The structural part of QTSSs for ARQCP-RP τ with guarded linear recursion are all in RBB cool format by incorporating the successful termination predicate ↓ in the transition rules, so rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence that they induce is a congruence. According to the definition of quantum rooted branching FR bisimulation, quantum rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence that QTSSs for ARQCP-RP τ with guarded linear recursion induce is also a congruence.
Axiomatization for Abstraction Operator
The axioms for abstraction operator are shown in Table 6 .
Before we introduce the cluster fair abstraction rule, the concept of cluster is given firstly, which comes from [5] . Proof. Since quantum rooted branching FR bisimulation is both an equivalence and a congruence for ARQCP-RP τ with guarded linear recursion, only the soundness of the first clause in the definition of the relation = is needed to be checked. That is, if s = t is an axiom in E ARQCP-RP τ + RSP + RDP + CFAR and σ a closed substitution that maps the variable in s and t to basic quantum process terms, then we need to check that ⟨σ(s), ⟩↔ f r rb ⟨σ(t), ς⟩. Since axioms in E ARQCP-RP τ + RSP + RDP + CFAR (same as E ARCP-RPτ + RSP + RDP + CFAR) are sound for ARCP-RP τ with guarded linear recursion modulo rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence, according to the definition of quantum rooted branching FR bisimulation, we only need to check if ′ = ς ′ when = ς, where evolves into ′ after execution of σ(s) and ς evolves into ς ′ after execution of σ(t). We can find that every axiom in Table 6 and Table 7 meets the above condition. 
Unifying Quantum and Classical Reversible Computing
In qRACP, the set A of actions is consisted of atomic quantum operations, and also the deadlock δ and the silent step τ . The execution of an atomic quantum operation α not only influences of the structural part p, but also changes the state of quantum variables . We still use the framework of a quantum process configuration p, under the situation of classical computing. In classical computing, the execution of a (classical) atomic action a only influence the structural part p, and maintain the quantum state unchanged. We extend the set C of quantum communicating actions to classical atomic actions (including classical communicating actions), and variables ν, µ range over C, and a, b ∈ C.
Base on the fact that a classical action a does not affect the quantum state , we can generalize classical RACP under the framework of quantum process configuration ⟨p, ⟩. We only take an example of BRPA, while RPAP, ARCP, ARCP-RP with guarded linear recursion, ARCP-RP τ with guarded linear recursion are omitted.
We give the forward and reverse transition rules under quantum transition system specification (QTSS) for BRPA as follows. 
We design an axiomatization E BRPA for BRPA modulo quantum FR bisimulation equivalence as Table 8 shows.
We can get the following conclusions naturally. Theorem 8.1. Quantum FR bisimulation equivalence is a congruence with respect to BRPA. Theorem 8.2. E BRPA is sound for BRPA modulo quantum FR bisimulation equivalence. Theorem 8.3. E BRPA is complete for BRPA modulo quantum FR bisimulation equivalence. The unifying of qRACP and classical RACP has an important significance, because most quantum protocols, like the famous BB84 protocol [15] , are mixtures of quantum information and classical information, and those of quantum computing and classical computing. This unifying can be used widely in verification for all quantum protocols under the framework of reversible computing. 
Verification for Quantum Protocols -The BB84 Protocol
The unifying of qRACP and classical RACP under the framework of quantum process configuration ⟨p, ⟩ makes verification for quantum protocols in a reversible computing flavor possible, not only the pure quantum protocol, but also protocol that mixes quantum information and classical information.
The famous BB84 protocol [15] is the first quantum key distribution protocol, in which quantum information and classical information are mixed. We take an example of the BB84 protocol to illustrate the usage of qRACP in verification of quantum protocols in a reversible computing flavor.
The BB84 protocol is used to create a private key between two parities, Alice and Bob. Firstly, we introduce the basic BB84 protocol briefly, which is illustrated in Fig.1. 1. Alice create two string of bits with size n randomly, denoted as B a and K a .
2. Alice generates a string of qubits q with size n, and the ith qubit in q is x y ⟩, where x is the ith bit of B a and y is the ith bit of K a .
3. Alice sends q to Bob through a quantum channel Q between Alice and Bob.
4. Bob receives q and randomly generates a string of bits B b with size n.
5. Bob measures each qubit of q according to a basis by bits of B b . And the measurement results would be K b , which is also with size n.
6. Bob sends his measurement bases B b to Alice through a public channel P .
7. Once receiving B b , Alice sends her bases B a to Bob through channel P , and Bob receives B a .
8. Alice and Bob determine that at which position the bit strings B a and B b are equal, and they discard the mismatched bits of B a and B b . Then the remaining bits of K a and K b , denoted as K
We re-introduce the basic BB84 protocol in an abstract way with more technical details as Fig.1 illustrates. Now, we assume a special measurement operation Rand[q; B a ] which create a string of n random bits B a from theuantum system, and the same as Rand[q;
denotes the Bob's measurement operation of q. The generation of n qubits q through two quantum operations Set Ka [q] and H Ba [q] . Alice sends q to Bob through the quantum channel Q by quantum communicating action send Q (q) and Bob receives q through Q by quantum communicating action receive Q (q). Bob sends B b to Alice through the public channel P by classical communicating action send P (B b ) and Alice receives B b through channel P by classical communicating action receive P (B b ), and the same as send P (B a ) and receive P (B a ). Alice and Bob generate the private key Then the state transition of Alice can be described by qRACP as follows.
where ∆ i is the collection of the input data.
And the state transition of Bob can be described by qRACP as follows.
where ∆ o is the collection of the output data. The send action and receive action of the same data through the same channel can communicate each other, otherwise, a deadlock δ will be caused. We define the following communication functions.
Let A and B in parallel, then the system AB can be represented by the following process term.
Then we get the following conclusion. Theorem 9.1. The basic BB84 protocol τ I (∂ H (A ∥ B)) exhibits desired external behaviors under the framework of reversible computing.
Proof.
Let ∂ H (A ∥ B) = ⟨X 1 E⟩, where E is the following guarded linear recursion specification: (A ∥ B) ). So, the basic BB84 protocol τ I (∂ H (A ∥ B)) exhibits desired external behaviors under the framework of reversible computing.
Extensions -Renaming Operator
Due to the modularity of RACP, that is, RACP can be extended easily. We can see that qRACP also inherents the modularity characteristics of RACP. By introducing new operators or new constants, qRACP can have more properties. In this section, we take an example of renaming operator which is used to rename the atomic quantum operations.
Transition Rules of Renaming Operators
Renaming operator ρ f (t) renames all actions in process term t, and the change of the quantum state is consistent, which is expressed by the following four transition rules. Proof. The structural part of QTSSs for ARQCP-RP τ with guarded linear recursion and renaming operators are all in RBB cool format by incorporating the successful termination predicate ↓ in the transition rules, so rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence that they induce is a congruence. According to the definition of quantum rooted branching FR bisimulation, quantum rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence that QTSSs for ARQCP-RP τ with guarded linear recursion and renaming operators induce is also a congruence.
Axioms for Renaming Operators
The axioms for renaming operator is shown in Table 9 . Theorem 10.3. E ARQCP-RP τ + RSP + RDP + CFAR + QRN1-QRN4 is sound for ARQCP-RP τ with guarded linear recursion and renaming operators, modulo quantum rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence.
Proof. Since quantum rooted branching FR bisimulation is both an equivalence and a congruence for ARQCP-RP τ with guarded linear recursion and renaming operators, only the soundness of the first clause in the definition of the relation = is needed to be checked. That is, if s = t is an axiom in E ARQCP-RP τ + RSP + RDP + CFAR + QRN1-QRN4 and σ a closed substitution that maps the variable in s and t to basic quantum process terms, then we need to check that ⟨σ(s), ⟩↔ f r rb ⟨σ(t), ς⟩. Since axioms in E ARQCP-RP τ + RSP + RDP + CFAR + QRN1-QRN4 (same as E ARCP-RPτ + RSP + RDP + CFAR + QRN1-QRN4) are sound for ARCP-RP τ with guarded linear recursion and renaming operators modulo rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence, according to the definition of quantum rooted branching FR bisimulation, we only need to check if ′ = ς ′ when = ς, where evolves into ′ after execution of σ(s) and ς evolves into ς ′ after execution of σ(t). We can find that every axiom in Table 9 meets the above condition. Proof. To prove that E ARQCP-RP τ + RSP + RDP + CFAR + QRN1-QRN4 is complete for ARQCP-RP τ with guarded linear recursion and renaming operators modulo quantum rooted branching FR bisilumation equivalence, it means that ⟨s, ⟩↔ f r rb ⟨t, ς⟩ implies s = t. It was already proved that E ARQCP-RP τ + RSP + RDP + CFAR + QRN1-QRN4 (same as E ARCP-RPτ + RSP + RDP + CFAR + QRN1-QRN4) is complete for ARCP-RP τ with guarded linear recursion and renaming operators modulo rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence, that is, s↔ f r rb t implies s = t. ⟨s, ⟩↔ f r rb ⟨t, ς⟩ with = ς means that s↔ f r rb t with = ς and ′ = ς ′ , where evolves into ′ after execution of s and ς evolves into ς ′ after execution of t, according to the definition of quantum rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence. The completeness of E ARQCP-RP τ + RSP + RDP + CFAR + QRN1-QRN4 for ARCP-RP τ with guarded linear recursion and renaming operators modulo rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence determines that E ARQCP-RP τ + RSP + RDP + CFAR + QRN1-QRN4 is complete for ARQCP-RP τ with guarded linear recursion and renaming operators modulo quantum rooted branching FR bisimulation equivalence.
We can see that qRACP with renaming operator and RACP with renaming operator can also be unified under the framework of quantum process configuration ⟨p, ⟩.
Conclusions
In this paper, we give a quantum generalization of reversible algebra RACP. Based on the relationship between quantum FR bisimularity and classical FR bisimularity, we establish a series of axiomatization for reversible quantum processes called qRACP. We also unify qRACP and classical RACP under the framework of quantum process configuration ⟨p, ⟩. It makes qRACP can adapt to all quantum communication protocols in a reversible computing flavor.
